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Keith “The Thief” Charnley
Pickpocket Show
Keith “The Thief” Charnley has established a reputation as the finest stage pickpocket in Britain. Good pickpocket acts are
rare but Keith is unique in that he can work in any venue without the use of stooges (either close-up or stand-up - or both
in the same evening) and his innovative comic skills and quick fire ad-libs enable him to improvise in any situation. His
busy performance schedule has taken him all over Europe and the UK and as far afield as cruise liners on the
Mediterranean and the Caribbean; as well as bookings by the best hotels, clubs and restaurants for conventions, corporate
functions and trade shows.

He also has many theatre and television appearances to his credit as well as themed parties and crime prevention
seminars (even leading a 'dipping team' at Gatwick Airport to demonstrate how easily members of the public can lose
valuables to a professional team).Keith provides an impressive act of spontaneous visual comedy that crosses language
barriers and provides a unique entertainment experience. The usual format is a 90 minute mix ‘n’ mingle performance
during pre-dinner drinks / dinner and a 30 minute cabaret show with audience participation after coffee.

Notes & Prices
Price: £POA
Performance time: (90 minutes mix ‘n’ mingle during pre-dinner drinks / dinner and a 30 minute cabaret)
Sound Requirements: A good quality recognised sound system & 1 x hand held microphone / stand is required. Firebird Events can
provide the aforementioned: Price from £POA
Space & Stage Requirements: 2m deep x 3m wide (on occasions a stage is not necessary)
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We won silver for the best “event provider” at the M&It 2018 industry awards
We always strive to exceed customers’ expectations through our consistent attention to detail and unrivalled dedication to excellence.
We have over 15 years of experience in both private and corporate events.
We listen to your objectives and incorporate these whilst aspiring to the very highest of standards.
We have worked with many of Europe’s largest corporations including Ferrari, IBM, British Airways, Toshiba, Coca Cola and AXA Life.
Most importantly, our staff are selected not only for their ability but for their professionalism and friendly manner. Everyone will make an extra effort to ensure that your event is just perfect.
Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance
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All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.
All prices are subject to availability.
Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance)
Some services / items may be subject to minimum order fee.
Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.
Our operators may require hot food and soft drinks throughout the event.

